We elaborate on the semantics of an enhanced object-oriented semantic network, where multiple instantiation, multiple specialization, and meta-classes are supported for both kinds of objects: entities and properties. By semantics of a semantic network, we mean the information (both explicit and derived) that the semantic network carries. Several data models use semantic networks to organize information. However, many of these models do not have a formalism de ning what the semantics of the semantic network is.
Introduction
Structure can carry useful and expressive information that can be deduced with high eciency. This motivated the development o f s e m a n tic networks 44, 20, 36] and the design of several useful structural mechanisms. In a semantic network, real world objects are represented by means of nodes and links. Here, by real world objects we m e a n e n tities, properties, or relationships that make up the user's perception of the real world.
Nodes and links are used to build semantically rich structures. These structures not only represent k n o wledge by themselves but are also used for deriving new information r for checking the validity of the existing information. We call the information (both explicit and derived) that a semantic network carries, the semantics of the network.
Several data models use semantic networks to organize information 12, 2 1 , 3 9 , 4 3 , 7 , 2 3 , 34, 30, 19, 22, 9] and their usefulness to conceptual modeling is unquestionable. However, many of these models do not provide a formalismde ning what the semantics of the semantic network is. This can lead to inconsistencies as (procedurally) derived information cannot be always validated against the (declaratively) de ned semantics. Additionally, derivations and reasoning are limited, as they are procedurally determined.
In this work, we elaborate on the semantics of an enhanced object-oriented semantic network, where multiple instantiation, multiple specialization, and meta-classes are supported for both nodes and links.
The context of our work is the Semantic Index System (SIS) 14, 1 5 , 1 6 , 4 0 ] . In fact, the data model presented in this paper, is a (self-contained) part of the SIS data model. The SIS is targeted at supporting large descriptive knowledge structures in real applications. Typical applications include: cultural and scienti c documentation systems, repository indexes for multimedia assets, engineering and software artifacts, laws and cases, organization structures, and other descriptive applications.
In all semantic network data models, specialization between classes is expressed through the Isarelation. However, as we demonstrated in 3], two di erent relations, Isaand restriction isa (Risa) , are needed to express specialization between properties. The Isa relation between properties expresses inclusion of property extensions. The Risa relation is a stronger form of Isaand expresses property v alue re nement.
To get a feeling of Risa, consider the class Art collector that has a property collects with value in the class Art object, and the class Painting collector that has a property collects with value in the class Painting. The classes Painting collector and Painting are subclasses of Art collector and Art object, respectively. The information that some of the art objects collected by a painting collector are paintings can be expressed through the usual Isarelation between the two collects properties. However, to express that all art objects collected by a painting collector are paintings, a stronger form of Isais needed that represents property re nement. It is precisely that stronger form of Isathat we c a l l Risa. In our example, using Risa between the two collects properties, expresses that the property collects of Art collector restricted to Painting collectors takes values in Painting. Inheritance is a well-known concept in the area of knowledge representation. However, it usually lacks formal de nition and is de ned procedurally. I n 3 ], we formally de ned property inheritance by e m p l o ying the Risa relation.
The user de nes objects and relations between objects through declarations. Speci cally, there are two t ypes of declarations: those that de ne explicit objects and those that de ne explicit relations. Explicit relations relate explicit objects through In, Isa, o r Risa relations. A set of declarations that satis es certain syntactical conditions, makes up a program.
Intuitively, a program corresponds to a semantic network with explicit information only.
Reasoning in our data model is done through a number of (built-in) inference rules that allow for derivations both at instance and schema level. In addition to the inference rules, a n umber of (built-in) system constraints are used for checking the validity of a program. Through the inference rules, new objects are derived, as well as new In, Isa, a n d Risa relations between objects. We shall refer to objects and relations that are not explicit, as derived objects and derived r elations, respectively. In our data model, inherited properties are considered to be derived objects. This is important, as inherited properties may not have a l l t h e c haracteristics of the riginal properties. In particular, the inherited property m a y h a ve a ner value domain than the original property. In fact, the value domain of an inherited property corresponds to the \intersection" of the value domains of several properties, including the original property. In addition, the inference rules relate inherited properties to other properties through Isa and Risa relations. Such relations not only give useful information about the inherited properties but also re ne the values of the inherited properties.
In this paper, we formally de ne the semantics of a program as follows: Each program P has a set of models. I n tuitively, a model is a semantic network that satis es the inference rules and the declarations in P. W e de ne a partial ordering over the models of P and we p r o ve t h a t P has a least model, say M. I f M satis es the system constraints then we call it the semantics of P. A program with no semantics is called invalid. I n tuitively, t h e semantics of a program P corresponds to an expanded semantic network which c o n tains the explicit information de ned in P, a s w ell as additional information derived by the inference rules.
Thus the main contribution of this paper is to give a formal de nition of the semantics of a semantic network supporting multiple instantiation, multiple specialization, and meta-classes. Moreover, the present paper provides a formal account for several semantic constructs introduced in an earlier paper 3].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our view on objects, and de nes the instantiation and specialization relations. Section 3 de nes the derived objects of our data model. Sections 4 and 5 present the inference rules and the system constraints, respectively. Section 6 de nes a program and the program semantics. Section 7 presents a comparison of our work with related works. Finally, section 8 contains concluding remarks. All proofs are given in the Appendix.
Our View on Objects
In our data model, objects are distinguished with respect to their nature into: individuals, arrows, and hybrids. Individuals: These are concrete or abstract entities of independent existence, such as the concrete entity my-car, and the abstract entity Car.
Arrows: These are concrete or abstract properties/binary relationships 1 of objects.
More precisely, a n a r r o w a represents a property or a relationship from an object o to an object o 0 . The objects o, o 0 are called the fro mand to objects of the arrow a, a n d are denoted by fro m (a) and to(a), respectively. 1 We do not make the distinction between property and binary relationship, as our approach is common to both.
Examples of arrows are: (i) the concrete relationship produced from Opel to my-car, and (ii) the abstract relationship produced from Car-company to Car. Hybrids: These are abstractions that refer collectively to objects of any kind.
For example, the abstraction Mathematical concept i s a h ybrid object, as it refers collectively both to entities (e.g., integer) and relationships (e.g., equal). In the present w ork, we consider only arrows whose to object is an individual or a hybrid. Yet, the fro mobject of an arrow can be of any t ype. In particular, it can be another arrow.
Objects are also distinguished with respect to their concreteness, into tokens and classes.
Tokens: These are concrete objects, such as the individual my-car, and the arrow produced from Opel to my-car.
Classes: These are abstract objects, in the sense that they refer collective l y t o a s e t of objects that are considered similar in some respect. Classes that refer collectively also to classes are called meta-classes. Examples of classes are: (i) the individual car, and (ii) the arrow produced from Carcompany to Car.
All hybrids are classes, as they refer collectively to a set of objects. In contrast, individuals and arrows can be tokens or classes.
Our view of objects as individuals, arrows, or hybrids on one hand, and as tokens or classes on the other, follows quite closely the structural part of the knowledge representation language Telos 30, 2 4 ] .
The extension of a class c is the set of objects referred to collectively by c. W e assume that the extension of an individual class is a set of individuals. The extension of an arrow class from a class c to a class c 0 is a set of arrows from objects in the extension of c to objects in the extension of c 0 . The extension of a hybrid is a set of individuals, arrows, or hybrids.
Objects can be related to classes through the instance o f relation.
De nition 2.1. In relation
If an object o belongs to the extension of a class c then we s a y that o is an instance o f c, a n d we denote it by In(o c). An object can be instance of zero, one, or more classes (multiple instantiation).
For an example, refer to Figure 1(a) , where the arrow t o k en collects from art collector X to art object Y is instance of the arrow class collects from Art collector to Art object.
Two forms of specialization: Isa and Risa
In this subsection, we de ne two forms of specialization: Isa See for example Figure 1(b) , where the class Painting collector refers to art collectors that collect paintings (but may also collect other art objects). The arrow class collects from Painting collector to Painting is subclass of the arrow class collects from Art collector to Art object. This is because every painting collected by a p a i n ting collector is an art object collected by an art collector.
We n o w give the de nition of the restriction isa relation.
De nition 2.3. Risa relation
Let a, a 0 be two arrow classes. We s a y that a is a restriction subclass of a 0 , denoted by Risa(a a 0 ), if the following hold: (i) Isa(a a 0 ), and (ii) for any x, i f In(x a 0 ) a n d In(fr o m (x) f r o m (a)) then In(x a).
For example, see Figure 1 (b), where the class Only painting collector refers to art collectors that collect only paintings. The arrow collects of Only painting collector is a restriction subclass of the arrow collects of Art collector. This is because if an art collector collects an art object and the art collector happens to be an only-painting-collector, then the art object must be a painting.
In our data model, objects are also characterized as explicit or derived. Explicit objects are declared by the user, whereas derived objects are derived by the system.
There are ve kinds of derived objects: meet classes, join classes, exact inherited a r r ows, to objects of exact inherited a r r ows, and approximate inherited a r r ows.
Intuitively, meet classes are intersections of classes, join classes are unions of classes, and exact and approximate inherited arrows are properties inherited by subclasses. In particular, the to object of an approximate inherited arrow is a meet class. The exact inherited arrows are auxiliary derived objects that are introduced for the derivation of approximate inherited arrows.
Meet and Join Classes
In this subsection, we de ne the meet class and join class of a set of classes.
De nition 3.1. Meet class Let s be a set of explicit individual or hybrid classes. We de ne the meet class of s, denoted by meet(s), to be the class whose extension is the intersection of the extensions of the classes in s.
We distinguish two cases, depending on whether s has a least class w.r. 
Arrow Inheritance
Let a 0 be an arrow class from a class c 0 to a class d 0 . L e t c be a subclass of c 0 . Our purpose is to de ne the arrow inherited by c from a 0 . W e motivate our de nition as follows (see Figure 2 ). d(c a 0 ) . This set is denoted by cand cl(c a 0 ) and is computed in subsection 4.3. We c a n s a y that the \intersection" of the classes in cand cl(c a 0 ) provides an \approximation" of the class d(c a 0 ).
Roughly speaking, as the classes in cand cl(c a 0 ) are explicit, their meet class is known (in contrast to the class d(c a 0 ) which is unknown). Therefore, we w ould like to de ne an inherited arrow that \approximates" e inh(c a 0 ) and its to object is the meet class of the classes in cand cl(c a 0 ). We denote this arrow b y a inh(c a 0 ) and call it approximate inherited arrow or inherited a r r ow, for short. Obviously, a inh(c a 0 ) should be an arrow from c to meet(cand cl(c a 0 )) whose extension is the same as that of e inh(c a 0 ). In 3], we prove that there is a unique arrow with these properties. Thus, a inh(c a 0 ) i s w ell de ned.
De nition 3.4. Inherited arrow
Let a 0 be an explicit arrow class from a class c 0 to a class d 0 and let c be a subclass of c 0 .
We d e n e a inh(c a 0 ) to be the arrow class from c to meet(cand cl(c a 0 )) whose extension consists of the arrows x such that In(fr o m (x) c ) a n d In(x a 0 ) hold. The arrow a inh(c a 0 ) is called the approximate arrow inherited by c from a 0 , o r arrow inherited by c from a 0 , f o r short.
Similarly to e inh(c a 0 ), a inh(c a 0 ) is a derived arrow which is restriction subclass of a 0 .
Examples
In Figure 2 , we h a ve cand cl(c a 0 ) = fArt objectg. Therefore, as Art object is the least object of cand cl(c a 0 ), it follows that the to object of a inh(c a 0 ) i s Art object. Note that a inh(c a 0 ) is a derived arrow which is restriction subclass of a 0 . An extended discussion and illustrative examples regarding inherited arrows and their usefulness can be found in 3].
Inference Rules
As we m e n tioned earlier, the In, Isa, a n d Risa relations are either declared or derived. Relation derivations are performed using certain inference rules. Additionally, inference rules are used for generating derived objects. All inference rules of our model are sound. The soundness of the Isa, Risa, and Exact Inheritance Rules is proved in 3]. The soundness of the rest of the inference rules is proved, similarly. We use O to denote the set of all objects. We u s e I, H, A, T, C, a n d E to denote the sets of individuals, hybrids, arrows, tokens, classes, and explicit objects, respectively. We use IC= I \ C, AC = A \ C, EA= E \ A, a n d EAC= E \ AC to denote the sets of individual classes, arrow classes, explicit arrows, and explicit arrow classes, respectively. We u s e L = P((IC H) \ E) to denote the powerset of explicit individual and hybrid classes. These notations are shown in Figure 4 The 
Meet and Join Rules
The Meet Rules derive meet classes and relate them to other objects. Recall that L is the powerset of explicit individual and hybrid classes and meet : L ! C. 
Inheritance Rules
In this subsection, we present t wo sets of inference rules: Exact Inheritance R ules and Approximate Inheritance R ules. The Exact Inheritance R ules derive exact inherited arrows 2 and relate them to other arrows. Based on derivations for exact inherited arrows, the to object of inherited arrows is computed.
EXACT INHERITANCE RULES Exact Inheritance Rule 4, re nes the class to(e inh(c a 0 )). That is, it relates the to object of e inh(c a 0 ) to its superclasses through the Isarelationship. Exact Inheritance Rule 5, puts the superclasses of to(e inh(c a 0 )) into the candidate class set for c and a 0 (i.e., cand cl(c a 0 )). As this rule is the only rule that de nes cand cl(c a 0 ), the set cand cl(c a 0 ) includes all superclasses of to(e inh(c a 0 )).
For an example of Exact Inheritance Rule 3, refer to Figure 3 . First, observe that arrow e inh(c a 0 ) is a restriction subclass of a 0 (Exact Inheritance Rule 2). Additionally, observe 2 Note that e inh : C EAC ! AC is a partial function. In the inference rules, the expression 9 e inh(c a that a 0 is subclass of a 1 . T h us, from IsaRule 2 (transitivity), we derive that e inh(c a 0 ) i s subclass of a 1 . On the other hand, arrow a 0 is restriction subclass of a 1 . A s c is subclass of fro m (a 0 ), we h a ve all three conditions of Exact Inheritance Rule 3 satis ed. Thus, we obtain that e inh(c a 0 ) is subclass of a 0 .
For an example of Exact Inheritance Rule 4, we c o n tinue with our previous example ( 
System Constraints
The following system constraints guarantee the validity of the information base. Though suitable forms of these constraints could be used as inference rules, we h a ve decided to use them as constraints for checking the validity of explicitly declared information.
For example, the inference rule corresponding to the Isa Antisymmetry Constraint (below) is the following: If c is a subclass of c 0 and c 0 is a subclass of c then (infer that) c and c 0 coincide. Obviously, to infer that two explicitly declared classes coincide may lead to wrong conclusions. Thus, in this case, we thought it more appropriate to indicate the problem to the user, rather than inferring that the two classes coincide. 
Semantics of Declaration Programs
We rst de ne the notion of program and then give its formal semantics. Roughly speaking, the semantics of a program is expressed by means of what we c a l l a model. W e prove that every program P has a least model, say M. I f M satis es the system constraints then M is considered to represent the semantics of P. Otherwise, P is considered to be invalid.
Declaration Programs
The user interacts with the system by declaring the objects of int e r e s t , a s w ell as the relationships between these objects. A set of declarations is what we call a \program". A program is \interpreted" by the system in order to build the information base (expanded semantic network).
To name the objects of interest and their relationships, the user uses a set of naming symbols, denoted by N.
Intuitively, e a c h explicit individual and hybrid has a name in N, and each explicit arrow has a label in N. The name of an explicit arrow a is formed by the name of fro m (a) a n d the label of a. Speci cally, i f f is the name of fro m (a) a n d l is the label of a then the name of a is f= l. F With names, the user can refer only to explicit objects. In order to refer to both explicit and derived objects, the user needs references. In fact, references were introduced for the external identi cation of derived objects. Each object has an associated set of references.
Intuitively
Let s be a set of explicit classes. References to meet(s) a n d join(s) are formed from the names of objects in s. For A reference to e inh(c a 0 ) is formed from a reference to c and the name of a 0 . Speci cally, if r is a reference to c and n is the name of a 0 then e inh(r n ) is a reference to e inh(c a 0 ). Similarly, i f r is a reference to c and n is the name of a 0 then a inh(r n ) is a reference to a inh(c a 0 ).
Arrow Intuitively, the object references of step 0 are the object names and the references to meet classes. The arrow references of step i are the references of exact and approximate arrows inherited by a c l a s s c from an arrow a, where the reference to c was constructed at step i ; 1. The object references of step i are (i) the arrow references of step i, a n d (ii) the references to the to objects of the arrows e inh(c a 0 ), where the reference to c was constructed at step i ; 1.
The user declares the objects of interest and their relationships through the following declarations.
De nition 6.3. Declarations
A declaration is one of the following expressions:
indiv(n), where n 2 N. It declares an individual with name n. hybrid(n), where n 2 N. It declares a hybrid with name n. arrow(f l t), where f 2 O nam , l t 2 N. It declares an arrow w i t h l a b e l l that goes from an object with name f to an individual or hybrid with name t. token(n), where n 2 O nam . It declares that the object with name n is a token. class(n), where n 2 O nam . It declares that the object with name n is a class.
in(n n 0 ), where n n 0 2 O nam . It declares an object with name n to be instance of an object with name n 0 . isa(n n 0 ), where n n 0 2 O nam . It declares an object with name n to be subclass of an object with name n 0 . risa(n n 0 ), where n n 0 2 A nam . It declares an arrow with name n to be restriction subclass of an arrow with name n 0 .
We n o w give the de nition of declaration program.
De nition 6.4. Declaration program
We call declaration program or simply program, a n y set of declarations such that the following conditions hold:
1. There is no pair of declarations indiv(n), hybrid(n). 2. There is no pair of declarations arrow(f l t) a n d arrow(f l t 0 ), for t 6 = t 0 . 3. For every name n that appears in P, if n 2 N then there is a declaration indiv(n) o r hybrid(n), if n = n 0 =l, where l 2 N, then there is a declaration arrow(n 0 l t ).
All conditions above are syntactical. Condition 1 expresses that there cannot be an individual and a hybrid with the same name. Condition 2 expresses that arrow labels should be unique within their fro mobject. Condition 3 expresses that if a name n appears in a program then an object with name n should have been declared.
In the SIS system 14], we h a ve d e v eloped a higher-level data entry language. Commands in this higher-level language are translated into a set of declarations which in case they satisfy the above conditions, they form a declaration program.
Semantic Structures
The system \interprets" a program in order to build the information base of the application. To do this, the system needs to create objects, associate names and references to these objects, and build relations between these objects. The intended interpretation of a program is de ned by means of what we shall call a semantic structure. It is easy to see that is an equivalence relation over structures.
Program Semantics
In this subsection we de ne the models, as well as the semantics of a program.
De nition 6.7. Satisfaction of declarations
Let S be a semantic structure and let D be a declaration. We de ne S to satisfy D, denoted by S j= D, as follows:
S j= indiv(n) i there is i 2 I \ E such that name(i) = n. S j= hybrid(n) i there is h 2 H \ E such that name(h) = n. S j= arrow(f l t) i there is a 2 A \ E such that name(fro m (a)) = f, label(a) = l, and name(to(a)) = t. S j= token(n) i there is o 2 T \ E such that name(o) = n . S j= class(n) i there is o 2 C \ E such that name(o) = n . S j= in(n n 0 ) i In(obj(n) obj(n 0 )). S j= isa(n n 0 ) i Isa(obj(n) obj(n 0 )). S j= risa(n n 0 ) i Risa(obj(n) o b j(n 0 )).
De nition 6.8. Model of a program
Let P be a program and let M be a semantic structure. We s a y t h a t M is a model of P if M satis es every declaration of P.
We n o w i n troduce an ordering over the models of a program that allows to compare them with respect to their information content. We will then prove that every program P has a least model. Proposition 6.1. Let P be a p r ogram. The relation \ " i s a p artial ordering over the models of P (up to model equivalence).
The following theorem is the main theorem of the paper. Theorem 6.1. Every program P has a least model.
We shall call this least model the semantics of the program if it satis es the system constraints (see Section 5).
De nition 6.10. Semantics of a program
Let P be a program and let M be the least model of P. W e s a y that P is a validprogram and M is the semantics of P if M satis es the system constraints. Otherwise, we s a y that P is invalid.
In the rest of the section, we consider only valid programs P. Moreover, symbols of structure components, such a s O, e inh, refer to the semantics of P. As we h a ve seen in Section 2, each o b j e c t i s e i t h e r a t o k en or a class. In the semantics of a program, howeve r , a n o b j e c t o may be neither a token (i.e., o 6 2 T) nor a class (i.e., o 6 2 C). This is possible if the object is neither declared as instance of Token or Class (through the program) nor this is derived. Note that, due to Concreteness Constraint, an object cannot be both token and class.
In the rest of the section, we prove several properties of exact and approximate inherited arrows. The following proposition says that each exact inherited arrow is restriction subclass of its corresponding inherited arrow. Proposition 6.3. Let P be a valid program. Let a 0 be a n a r r ow class and let c be a subclass of fro m (a 0 ). Then, the arrow e inh(c a 0 ) is restriction subclass of a inh(c a 0 ).
A consequence of the above proposition is that the arrows e inh(c a 0 ) and a inh(c a 0 ) share the same instances. This is derived as follows: From the above proposition, Risa Rule 1, and Isa Rule 3, it follows that every instance of e inh(c a 0 ) is also instance of a inh(c a 0 ). Note that the two a r r o ws have the same fro mobject. Therefore, from Risa Rule 2, every instance of a inh(c a 0 ) is also instance of e inh(c a 0 ).
The following proposition expresses that if an arrow a 0 is restriction subclass of an arrow a 1 then e inh(c a 0 ) coincides with e inh(c a 1 ), and a inh(c a 0 ) coincides with a inh(c a 1 ). For an example, refer to Figure 5 (a). Intuitively, the arrow a 0 re nes the value of the arrow a 1 . This re nement is expressed by t h e Risa relation. Thus, the value of the arrow inherited by c from a 1 is, in general, the same or ner than the value of a 0 (in this example, it is to(a 0 )). This corresponds to property re nement 4 in object-oriented data models.
The following proposition gives an interesting property of inherited arrows. Speci cally, it expresses that if the arrow inherited by a c l a s s c from an arrow a 0 is restriction subclass of an arrow a, then the arrows inherited by c from a and a 0 coincide. Intuitively, this expresses that a and a 0 \agree" on c.
Proposition 6.5. Let P be a valid program. Let a 0 be an explicit class and let c be a subclass of fro m (a 0 ). I f t h e a r r ow a inh(c a 0 ) is restriction subclass of an explicit arrow a then e inh(c a 0 ) = e inh(c a) and a inh(c a 0 ) = a inh(c a).
The following proposition expresses that there are no explicit objects which are subclasses of the to objects of exact inherited arrows. Note that the to object of an explicit arrow is an explicit object and the to object of an inherited arrow is a meet class. Therefore, from the above proposition and the Arrow I s a Constraint, it follows that no explicit arrow or inherited arrow can be subclass of an exact inherited arrow. In contrast, inherited arrows can have subclasses which are explicit arrows or inherited arrows. An example is shown in Figure 5 (b).
Discussion
We w ant to emphasize that though the formalization of Isa, Risa, a n d Exact Inheritance could be done using rst order logic, the same is not true for Approximate Inheritance. This is because the Approximate Inheritance Rule 4 that determines the to object of an approximate inherited arrow, is not monotonic. Obviously, as additional information augments the candidate class set cand cl(c a 0 ), the to object of the approximate inherited arrow a inh(c a 0 ) is modi ed. In other words, a inh(c a 0 ) is computed based on the information currently in the information base, and it may b e c hanged as new information is added. Thus, the computation of a inh(c a 0 ) is based on an implicit closed world assumption.
Our inference rules are sound but not complete. For example, there are Isarelations derived from the following (sound) inference rule: 8 a 1 ::: a n 2 AC, Isa(a 1 a 2 )^Risa(a 3 a 2 )^Isa(a 3 a 4 )^Risa(a 5 a 4 )^:::^Isa(a n;2 a n;1 )^Risa(a n a n;1 )( 8i 2 f 3 ::: ng I s a (from(a 1 ) f r o m (a i )))^Isa(to(a 1 ) t o (a n )) ) Isa(a 1 a n )
that cannot be derived through our inference rules. However, we claim that our inference rules can give a large numb e r o f i n teresting schema derivations, as shown in 3]. Note that Risa Rule 5 is a special case of the above inference rule (n = 3). We suspect that completeness is achieved if Risa Rule 5 is replaced by the above inference rule. . This is because there cannot be an instance of the arrow class serves of Cafeteriawhose fro mobject is instance of Children cafeteria. Indeed, if there is such an arrow x then x should also be instance of the arrow class serves of Children cafeteria. H o wever, this is impossible because to(x) cannot be instance of the class ? 5 . F or similar reasons, there cannot be an instance of the arrow class flying of Bird whose fro mobject is instance of Penguin.
As another example, our model can express that a non-painting collector is an art collector that collects art objects other than paintings, through the declarations shown in 5 The class ?, called empty class, is the class whose extension is empty. Figure 6(c) . In the gure, the declaration Disj(d Painting) expresses that the extensions of the classes Non-painting art object and Painting are disjoint. Additionally, the declaration join(d Painting) = d 0 expresses that the extension of the class Art object is the union of the extensions of the classes Non-painting art object and Painting.
Comparison with Related Work
Specialization hierarchies and inheritance play an important role in knowledge representation systems based on semantic networks and frames 23, 34] , as well as in object-oriented and some extensible database systems 27, 13 ]. Yet, many of these systems de ne their semantics and, in particular, property inheritance, in a procedural way. A detailed comparison between our approach to inheritance and that of several systems, such a s O R In this section, we review systems that de ne their semantics based on logic. We rst establish a common framework and vocabulary for comparing our data model with related ones.
Let p be a property of a class c with value d. W e s a y that p is a typing property of c, i f c refers collectively to properties of instances of c with value in d. T h e t yping property p not only expresses information about the class c and its instances but is also used for checking the validity of a program through the Typing Constraint: the properties that are referred collectively by p should have v alue in d.
The set of typing properties of a class c is called the type of c 11]. A type T is a subtype of a type T 0 i T supports all properties of T 0 with the same or more re ned value domain (property re nement). T may h a ve additional properties. If a class c is subclass of a class c 0 then the type of c should be subtype of the type of c 0 (Subtyping Constraint). Checking of the Typing and Subtyping Constraints is usually referred to as typechecking.
The typing properties of a class c are either local in c or inherited from superclasses of c. T h us, the type of a class depends on the inheritance semantics of the particular data model. In fact, as we show in 3], not all data models satisfy the Subtyping Constraint.
In our data model, typing properties are modeled by arrow classes and, conversely every arrow class models a typing property. The local typing properties of c are the explicit arrow classes of c which are not restriction subclasses of any other arrow class. The inherited typing properties of c are the (approximate) arrows inherited by c.
In our data model, we indicate that a property x is referred to by a t yping property p by declaring that x is an instance of p. Thus, the typing constraint is expressed by the Arrow In Constraint. As the to object of an inherited arrow i s a l w ays subclass of the to object of the original arrow, every program in our data model satis es the Subtyping Constraint. Thus, no checking of the Subtyping Constraint is needed. However, our data model enforces the Arrow Isa Constraint which s a ys that if an arrow a is subclass of an arrow a 0 then fro m (a) m ust be subclass of fro m (a 0 ) a n d to(a) m ust be subclass of to(a 0 ). Though it is not required that the Arrow Isa Constraint be enforced by a data model, we feel that it imposes a discipline that protects against the declaration of erroneous information.
Many object-oriented data models that de ne their semantics based on logic, such a s 29, 8 , 6 , 3 1 , 18], do not consider inheritance of typing properties 6 . Y et, in many applications, reasoning on the structural de nitions of the data is a necessity 3 2 ] . A property inherited by a class provides information about the class that may n o t b e o b vious by just browsing 6 These data models consider non-monotonic inheritance. (i) These data models support Risa only implicitly, based on property labels. Specifically, i f t wo classes c, c 0 have each a property with the same label, then it is assumed that the two properties have same semantics (for common subclasses of c, c 0 ). In our data model, this is translated to either (a) the two properties are related through Risa, i n t h e case that c, c 0 are related through Isa, or (b) the two properties are related through Risa to a common, more generic property, in the case that c, c 0 are not related through Isa. F or example, in Figure 7 , it is assumed that the properties p, p 0 have same semantics. In our data model, this information could have been expressed explicitly by declaring the relations Risa(p p 00 ) and Risa(p 0 p 00 ). Figure 8 . Example of typing properties having same label but not same semantics Clearly, the approach followed by the other data models may n o t a l w ays give the desir-able results. For an example, refer to Figure 8 , where the properties p, p 0 have the same label produces. In our data model, the properties p, p 0 are not considered to have same semantics (for common subclasses of c, c 0 ), as they are not related through Risa to a common, more generic property. T h us, the class Car-boat-factory inherits two di erent properties: one from p, and another from p 0 . This expresses that a car-boat factory can produce both cars and boats (and not that a car-boat factory produces only objects that are both car and boat). In contrast, the other data models will derive that the value of the inherited property produces of Car-boat-factory is subclass of both Car and Boat, meaning that a car-boat factory produces only objects that are both car and boat (clearly, not the desirable result). Additionally, consider a car-boat factory x with a property produces whose value is y. The other data models can only express the case where y is both car and boat. This case can also be expressed in our data model by declaring that the property produces of x is instance of both properties p and p 0 . H o wever, the case where y is not a boat cannot be expressed in the other data models, whereas it can be expressed in our data model (by declaring that the property produces of x is instance of the property p, only).
Additionally, in our data model, derived Risa relations (through the Risa Rules) may relate properties with di erent labels. Obviously, this is not possible in the other data models.
(ii) The other data models do not support Isarelations between properties 7 . Additionally, t h e Isaand Risa relations between properties do not interact to re ne the value of the inherited property. F or example, in Figure 3 , the other data models will not derive t h a t t h e value of the property collects inherited by Rich painting collector from Painting collector is subclass of Expensive art object. T h us, our data model provides a ner value for the inherited property. Additionally, in our data model, derived Isaand Risa relations between the inherited property and other properties provide useful information.
(iii) In the other data models, the value of an inherited property is not a known class 8 . This implies that, in contrast to our data model, no reasoning can be done based on the \speci c" value of the inherited property. F or an example, refer to Figure 7 . In the other data models, the value of the inherited property produces of Amphibious factory is an unknown class (with superclasses Carand Boat). In contrast, in our data model, the value of the inherited property produces of Amphibious factory is meet(Car Boat), which i s a known class.
We n o w present the approaches followed by F-logic, terminological languages, DOT, and QUIXOTE, with respect to typing property inheritance and typechecking.
F-LOGIC 26]
F-logic is a powerful deductive object-oriented language that supports inheritance of typing properties. Let c be a class having a typing property with label l. Then The fact that an object o has a non-typing property with label l and the value of the property i s d, is asserted by the statement o l ! d]. 7 We should mention that the Isarelation between properties is supported by TELOS 30], NIAM 43], and OSAM* 38]. However, these models do not formalize typing property inheritance based on logic. 8 We s a y that a class is known if it is an explicit class or the meet of explicit classes.
For example, in F-logic, the information in Figure 7 , is expressed as follows: Isarelations between classes, are declared as shown in the gure, V ehicle factory produces ) f V ehicleg], Only car factory produces ) f Carg], Only boat factory produces ) f Boatg], In(x Amphibious factory), x produces; > y ].
From the F-logic rules, it is derived that: Amphibious factory produces ) fCar Boatg]. This indicates that if an instance of the class Amphibious factory has a property produces then the value of the property should be an instance of both Carand Boat. F-logic enforces the Typing constraint. Thus, in Figure 7 , if object y is not an instance of both Carand Boatthen the corresponding program is considered to be invalid.
Due to F-logic rule (ii), every F-logic program satis es the Subtyping Constraint a n d no checking of the constraint is needed. No analog to Arrow Isa Constraint exists in F-logic. For example, in Figure 7 , assume that Car is not subclass of V ehicle. In contrast to our data model, this will not cause any constraint violation in F-logic, and Only car factory produces ) f Car V ehicleg] will be derived.
Terminological Languages
Data models based on terminological languages 9 , such a s 7 , 3 3 , 28, 4] , support the taxonomic representation of concepts (correspond to individual simple-classes, in our data model), and typing property inheritance. Concepts are described in terms of other concepts and necessary and su cient conditions on their properties (called roles), through a set of operators. Concepts are put into a hierarchy where a concept is below the concepts it specializes. Concepts inherit properties and property v alue constraints from the concepts above in the hierarchy. Local and inherited property v alue constraints are combined to re ne the value of the property. In fact, our comments on F-logic with respect to typing property inheritance, Typing and Subtyping constraints, apply also to terminological languages.
In contrast to our data model, terminological languages do not treat concepts and their properties in a uniform way. Speci cally, they do not consider properties to be concepts, on their own. Therefore, properties are not organized in an inheritance hierarchy, and do not have properties. Additionally, terminological languages do not support meta-concepts. Therefore, they cannot support uniform querying at instance and schema level. We consider this to be a severe limitation, as adding meaning to the data, should be accompanied by convenient w ays of querying the schema (through a meta-schema). DOT 41, 42] The knowledge representation model DOT describes property v alues using the Isarelation and supports typing property inheritance. In this model, the Inrelation is not distinguished from Isa(for this reason, instead of the term subclass, w e will use the term specialization). For example, in Figure 7 , the Inrelation should be replaced by Isa. The value of a property with label l of an object c is denoted by c:l. Property inheritance is supported by the DOT rule: I f Isa(c c 0 ) then Isa(c:l c 0 :l).
In DOT, the information in Figure 7 , is expressed as follows: Isarelations between classes, are declared as shown in the gure, Isa(V ehicle factory:produces V ehicle), Isa(Only car factory:produces Car), Isa(Only boat factory:produces Boat), Isa(x Amphibious factory), Isa(y x:produces).
From the DOT rule, it follows that Amphibious factory inherits the property produces, and the object Amphibious factory:produces is a specialization of Car, Boat, V ehicle, Only car factory:produces, Only boat factory:produces, and V ehicle factory:produces. Additionally, it follows that the object x:produces is a specialization of Amphibious factory:produces. F rom this, it follows (due to Isatransitivity) that y is a specialization of both Car and Boat. However, it will not be derived that Amphibious factory.produces = meet(Car,Boat), as in our data model.
We w ould like t o m e n tion an important di erence between DOT and our data model. In DOT, in the case that the relations Isa(y Car) a n d Isa(y Boat) h a ve not been explicitly declared, they are derived from the DOT rule. Therefore, no checking of the Typing Constraint is needed. In contrast, in our data model, in F-logic, and in terminological languages, if In(y Car) and In(y Boat) h a ve not been explicitly declared then the Typing Constraint will be violated. Additionally, due to DOT rule, every DOT program satis es the Subtyping constraint. Therefore, similarly to F-logic and to terminological languages, no checking of the Subtyping Constraint i s n e e d e d . QUIXOTE 45] QUIXOTE is a deductive object-oriented language that supports typing property inheritance. As in DOT, the Inrelation is not distinguished from Isa. For an example, in Figure 7 , it will be derived that Isa(Amphibious factory:produces meet(Car Boat)). However, it will not be derived that Amphibious factory:produces = meet(Car Boat), as in our data model. Similarly to DOT, every QUIXOTE program satis es the Typing and Subtyping Constraints. Thus, no typechecking is needed. LOGIN 1] LOGIN is a logic programming language that supports specialization hierarchies and typing property inheritance through a uni cation algorithm. Similarly to DOT and QUIXOTE, LOGIN does not distinguishes between the Inand Isarelations. Additionally, similarly to QUIXOTE, LOGIN assumes that the set of explicit objects with the Isarelation forms a lattice.
If an object c has a property p with value d then this is expressed with the statement (called -term 10 Figure 7 , is expressed as follows:
The Isarelations between classes, as shown in the gure, V ehicle factory(produces ) V e h i c l e ), Only car factory(produces ) Car), Amphibious factory(produces ) Boat), Isa(x Amphibious factory), x(produces ) y).
Note that the meet of Only car factory and Only boat fa c t o ryis Amphibious factory 10 -terms are in general much more expressive, as they support nested sub--terms and coreference constraints.
and the meet of Car and Boat is Amphibious. Therefore, the uni cation of Amphibious factory with Only car factory and Only boat factory gives Amphibious factory(produces ) Amphibious).
LOGIN checks the Typing Constraint, as not all programs satisfy it. For example, in Figure 7 , if y is not declared as a specialization of both Carand Boat the the program will be considered to be invalid. Note that, in LOGIN, the analogous to both the Arrow In Constraint and Arrow Isa Constraint is the T ping Constraint. This is because, LOGIN does not di erentiate between the Inand Isarelations. For example, in Figure 7 , if Caris not declared as a specialization of V ehicle then the Typing Constraint will be violated.
Conclusions
In this paper, we elaborated on the semantics of an enhanced object-oriented semantic network, where multiple instantiation, multiple specialization, and meta-classes are supported for both entities and properties.
The user de nes objects and relations between objects through declarations. A s e t o f declarations that satis es certain syntactical conditions makes up a program.
Reasoning in our data model is done through a number of (built-in) inference rules that allow for derivations both at instance and schema level. In addition to the inference rules, a number of (built-in) system constraints exist for checking the validity of the program. Through the inference rules, new objects are derived, as we l l a s n e w In, Isa, a n d Risa relations between both explicit and derived objects. In particular, these rules relate inherited properties to other properties through Isaand Risa relations. Such relations not only give useful information about the inherited properties but also re ne the value of these properties.
Speci cally, e a c h program P has a set of models that satisfy the inference rules and the declarations in P. W e de ned a partial ordering between the models of P and proved that P has a least model, say M. I f M satis es the system constraints then we consider it as the semantics of P.
In this paper, properties are inherited from classes to subclasses. However, property inheritance can also take place from a class to its instances. This kind of inheritance is called instance inheritance. F or example, assume that class Art collector has a property collects with value Art object and let p denote this property. Every instance o of Art collector can instance-inherit a property from p indicating that o collects art objects. A possible value of the instance-inherited property i s Art object. However, this value can be re ned based on relations of p with other properties. Other information declared by the user, may be utilized for this purpose as well. We currently investigate new relations allowing the user to express information about the class of the values of properties of o. I n particular, the new relations should be able to express that (i) all properties of o which are instances of a property p have v alue in a class d, and (ii) there is a property o f o which i s instance of p and has value in d. This will allow the representation of incomplete knowledge, as the speci c values of the properties of o may be unknown.
Obviously, the previous statements now hold if we replace EM 0 by EM 1 = e inh(EM 0 E A ) a inh(EM 0 E A ). We can continue like that recursively. T h us, we h a ve proved statements 1, 2.
From condition 3 of De nition 6.9, it follows that 8 c a 0 inh(c a 0 ) )) = to 0 (a inh 0 (F(c) F(a 0 )) ).
From the above, it now easily follows that 8 a 2 A, F (fr o m (a)) = fro m 0 (F(a)) and F (to(a)) = to 0 (F(a) We will prove the theorem in two steps.
Step 1: We will construct a structure M and show that M is a model of P. First, according to indiv(), hybrid(), and arrow() declarations of P, w e construct objects, insert them in E, I, H, A, and name them. Then, we relate these objects according to the isa(), risa(), and in() declarations of P.
We execute all the inference rules except Approximate Inheritance Rule 4, until the xpoint (rules with $ are executed in both directions). Call the result F. Then, we execute Approximate Inheritance Rule 4. This will assign a meet class to the to object of inherited arrows. Then, we execute again all the inference rules except Approximate Inheritance Rule 4 until xpoint. Call the result M. To s h o w that M satis es all the inference rules, it is enough to show that 8 c a 0 2 O, cand(c a 0 ) is the same in F and M.
Assume that there exist c, a 0 such that cand(c a 0 ) is di erent i n F and M. Thus, there is an explicit arrow a, such t h a t to(a) i s i n cand(c a 0 ) with respect to M but not with respect to F. T h us, there a relation Isa(e inh(c a 0 ) a ) that is not derived in F and is derived in M using Exact Inheritance Rule 3. This implies that there is a relation Risa(a inh(c 0 a 00 ) a 0 ), where c 0 a 00 a 0 2 O, which i s n o t d e r i v ed in F and is derived in M using the Risa Rules 5 and 6. This relation is needed in order to derive Isa(e inh(c a 0 ) a ). However, if this is the case then Risa(e inh(c 0 a 00 ) a 0 ) should have been derived in F using Exact Inheritance Rule 3 and Risa Rule 6 11 . From Risa(e inh(c 0 a 00 ) a 0 ), the relation Isa(e inh(c a 0 ) a ) w ould have been derived in F, in the same way Isa(e inh(c 0 a 0 ) a ) i s derived from Risa(a inh(c 0 a 00 ) a 0 ) i n M. However, this is impossible because we h a ve assumed that Isa(e inh(c a 0 ) a ) is not derived in F.
Thus, M satis es all inference rules. Due to conditions 1 and 2 of De nition 6.4 (Declaration program), name is a function. Additionally, all other constraints of a structure are satis ed. Thus, M is a model.
Step 2: We w i l l n o w show that M is the least model of P.
Let M 0 be any model 12 of P. W e will show that M M 0 .
11
Note that Exact Inheritance Rule 3 is a special case of Risa Rule 5 (arrow a1 in Risa Rule 5 is replaced by e inh(c a 0 ) and the condition on the to objects is eliminated). 12 Symbols of structure components with a prime, denote components of M 0 .
It is easy to see from the construction of M that for each o 2 O, there is an object o 0 2 O 0 with the same reference. We consider the mapping F (F(s) ).
We will now show the following statements: 1. 8 Obviously, the previous statements now hold if we replace EM 0 by EM 1 = e inh(EM 0 E A ) a inh(EM 0 E A ). We can continue like that recursively. T h us, we h a ve proved statements 1, 2.
From the above and the construction of M, it follows that F also satis es conditions 3 and 4 of De nition 6.9. Thus, 
Proof:
As M is the least model of P, each o b j e c t i n E has been created through a declaration indiv(), arrow(), or hybrid(). Therefore, E I A H. Statement 1 n o w follows directly from the fact that the sets I, A, a n d H are disjoint. 
